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Abstract It is well known that pure silver (Ag) or sterling

silver can easily get tarnished under ordinary atmosphere by

sulfur-containing gases. Over past several decades, the

industries have tried to formulate and produce silver-based

materials that do not get tarnished for various applications

including electronics, optics, jewelry, and silverware.

Recently, our group has grown silver and silver–indium

solid solution ingots and studied their anti-tarnishing prop-

erty. Since there are no standard tarnishing test methods for

Ag-based alloys, we have designed and established an

accelerated tarnishing experiment using sulfur vapor as the

reacting agent. Sulfur vapor, rather than other sulfur-con-

taining gases such as H2S, is chosen because sulfur vapor

reacts with silver more easily to form silver sulfide (Ag2S).

After ingot growth, disk samples were cut from silver and

silver–indium solid solution ingots and examined with X-ray

diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscope/energy

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM/EDX). Commercially

available Argentium silver was also studied for comparison.

Disk samples were placed into the sulfur vapor reacting

chamber at 120 �C for 15, 30, 45, and 60 min, respectively.

The thickness of Ag2S film grown on the samples was

measured. The results showed that Ag2S growth rate

depends on indium concentration. For example, with

19 at.% In, Ag2S growth rate on silver–indium solid solution

is only 4 % of that on pure silver and 7 % of that on

Argentium silver. The excellent anti-tarnishing property of

silver–indium solid solution should open up new

applications in electronics, jewelry, joining, optics, silver-

ware, and welding.

1 Introduction

Silver possesses the title of champion for its highest ther-

mal conductivity, electrical conductivity, and reflectivity

among any known metal elements. Dry silver does not

form a significant surface oxide at ambient temperature and

pressure [1], so it is relatively chemical inert to oxidation

under normal atmosphere. However, silver is very sensitive

to the presence of sulfur-containing corrosive gases such as

sulfur vapor, hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide, and carbonyl

sulfide, etc. Typically, the concentrations of those corrosive

gases are very low, ranging from less than one parts per

billion (ppb) under normal atmosphere to hundreds of ppb

in heavy industrial environment [2]. However, the corro-

sion phenomenon can be commonly observed from silver

used in electronics. The corrosive reaction product is silver

sulfide which can be the killer of electronic products in

several aspects. First of all, silver sulfide has poor

mechanical strength, so it can be detached and crumbled

from its substrate easily. In addition, the resistivity of silver

sulfide is 7–10 order of magnitude higher than that of silver

[3], so the overall resistivity will continue to increase with

the formation of silver sulfide. Silver sulfide also poses a

threat to circuits because its dendritic growth nature might

result in the formation of silver sulfide whiskers [4]. This

could lead to the occurrence of short circuit since silver

sulfide is not a good insulating material either. Further-

more, the reflectance of silver mirror surface used in LEDs

would drop significantly with corrosive degradation,

resulting in light output power reduction [5].
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In order to understand the nature of silver sulfurization,

extensive research has been conducted over the decades.

Several experiments, using various corrosive gases, such as

sulfur vapor [6], hydrogen sulfide [7], sulfur dioxide [8],

and organic sulfur [9], have been performed to see the

influence on the rate of silver tarnishing. Other environ-

mental parameters, such as temperature, relative humidity

[10], illumination [8], and silver surface state [11], have

also been studied to explore the silver tarnishing mecha-

nism, thereby searching possible scientific and engineering

solutions for anti-tarnishing purposes. In literatures, some

surface treatments for silver using different coating meth-

ods or coating materials such as metallic coating by elec-

troplating [12], sputter-applied coatings [13], oxide coating

[14], organic coating [15], chromate conversion coating

[16], etc. However, such thin layer of coating material can

be worn off very easily after a short period of time.

Another approach to improve the anti-tarnishing property

of silver is by alloying. Alloying with copper can

strengthen silver, but it will make silver less tarnish

resistant to corrosive gases [17]. It has been reported that

adding other elements such as palladium [18], silicon [19],

tin [20], germanium [21], and zinc [22], would have, more

or less, increased anti-tarnishing effects compared with

sterling silver. However, to the knowledge of the authors,

there is no standard test method existing to quantify the

capability of anti-tarnishing for different silver alloy.

Recently, the authors had presented some preliminary

anti-tarnishing results of the silver solid solution phase

with indium [23]. In the present work, we have designed a

new quantitative test method and performed the reaction

experiments with well-controlled and repeatable environ-

ments. The authors hope to establish this method as a

standard anti-tarnishing test method for silver-based alloys.

In the following sections, silver solid solution phase with

indium, designated as (Ag)–xxIn in this paper, are pro-

duced in polycrystalline ingot form at two different com-

positions. After examining their chemical composition

using SEM/EDX and XRD, the prepared samples are tested

in the designed sulfurization experiment. The details of the

design of the sulfurization test experiment have been

described. Experimental results are reported, analyzed, and

discussed. Finally, a summary is then given.

2 Material preparation and characterization

In order to understand Ag–In binary system and produce

the single phase (Ag)–xxIn material, it is essential to

review the Ag–In binary phase diagram, as shown Fig. 1

[24]. The maximum solubility of indium element in silver

crystal lattice is 20 at.% at room temperature, the silver–

indium solid phase with face-centered cubic (FCC) crystal

structure is designated as a phase historically. In the lit-

erature [25], the authors discovered a’ phase, which has

also cubic crystal structure, at the composition of 25 at.%,

and it is correspond to Ag3In which is transformed from f
phase at 187 �C. It is important to note that material

composition may fluctuate from region to region, which

can be caused by various mechanism of segregation effects.

Therefore, it is necessary to keep enough margin to the

maximum solubility boundary in order to avoid entering

the mixture region of a and a’ phase in the phase diagram,

thereby producing nearly homogeneous single phase sil-

ver–indium solid solution. As a consequence, (Ag)–xxIn

with 19 at.% indium concentration has been chosen as the

primary research subject, which is designated as (Ag)–19In

in this article. In addition, (Ag)–9.5In with 9.5 at.% indium

has been also produced and investigated in order to find

influence of the indium concentration on the properties of

(Ag)–xxIn phase.

The casting method was chosen for the production of the

material of the interested phase, resulting in the form of

ingots. The raw materials of silver and indium shots with

99.99 % purity were weighed, uniformly mixed and loaded

in quartz tube with one end closed. Since the native oxide

forming on the surface of silver and indium metal is neg-

ligible thin, there is no treatment required to perform

before loading the raw material. While the quartz tube is

being pumped by a vacuum pump, the other end of the tube

is sealed by hydrogen–oxygen torch operation to form a

capsule. The vacuum environment is necessary for the

casting production for reducing the number of voids or

common defects created by trapped air bubbles. Next, the

capsule was placed into a furnace preheated at 1030 �C and

stayed there for 30 min. The temperature of the furnace

was then reduced gradually to room temperature in 7 days

in order to obtain the homogenized single phase solid

solution at different compositions. This is the preliminary

process and optimization requires more time and many

growth runs.

After the successful production of (Ag)–xxIn solid

solution, the ingots were cut into disk samples, using slow

speed diamond saw, for further chemical composition

examination. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning elec-

tron microscope/energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

(SEM/EDX) were used in a combination to identify (Ag)–

xxIn phase, since their functionality are complementary to

each other. While SEM/EDX can provide information

about specific chemical composition at local areas within

its electron-beam interaction volume, a few micron meters

or sub-micron range depending on the electron beam

energy and atomic number of the material under exami-

nation. On the other hand, XRD is capable of interpreting

the crystallography nature of the material by generalizing

data generated from macroscopic regions of the samples,
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thereby identifying the phases of the unknown material

precisely and accurately. Before material characterization,

the disk samples were prepared by polishing process in the

sequence of 120/240/800/1200 grits, using silicon carbide

abrasive papers.

FEI/Philips XL-30 FEG SEM in the Laboratory for

Electron and X-ray Instrumentation (LEXI) was used for

the SEM/EDX examination. Several local areas of the disk

samples were randomly chosen to be examined by SEM/

EDX. For example, as shown in Fig. 2, nine points of

interests have been examined by SEM/EDX at 10009

magnification for each (Ag)–9.5In and (Ag)–19In disk

samples respectively, and the results of chemical compo-

sitions are listed in Table 1.

According to the SEM/EDX machine setting, the error

of compositions are ±0.88 and ±0.54 at.% for Ag and In

respectively. Therefore, the variation of chemical compo-

sitions for the data shown in Table 1 is within the range of

the error that due to the uncertainty of the SEM/EDX

detector, except for a few points deviation from the

intended value.

After determination of the chemical composition,

Rigaku SmartLab X-ray diffractometer in LEXI was used

for further phase identification, using Bragg–Brentano

(BB) operation mode with h–h diffractometer setting.

During XRD examination, the disk sample remains sta-

tionary and the detector and X-ray source rotate at the same

angular speed. To be more specific, the XRD measurement

conditions and parameters are summarized in Table 2. The

results of XRD examination for (Ag)–9.5In and (Ag)–19In

disk samples are shown in Fig. 3, with pure Ag disk sample

XRD result as reference. The XRD measurement data have

been collected and analyzed by PDXL, an integrated

powder X-ray analysis software package. The crystallog-

raphy information for the silver–indium solid solution can

be learned thusly from the XRD diffraction, which is listed

in Table 3.

As shown Fig. 3, it is very clear that (Ag)–9.5In and

(Ag)–19In resemble the crystal structure of pure silver,

face-centered cubic (FCC) crystal structure, for its typical

systematically peaks absence. In addition, there are no

major peaks other the peaks of Ag, (Ag)–9.5In, (Ag)–19In

in each XRD patterns. Therefore, it can be safely con-

cluded that the materials in the disk samples are nearly

homogeneous and polycrystalline. In Table 3, (h, k, l) is

the Miller’s indices with classic denotation, d is the

d-spacing value for corresponding crystal plane, and a is

the calculated lattice constant by using the values of each

d-spacing. As results, the X-ray diffraction patterns have

shifted towards left as the indium concentration increases,

which is corresponding to the increasing values of lattice

constants from pure Ag, (Ag)–9.5In to (Ag)–19In. The

weighted average values for lattice constants are 4.092,

4.126, and 4.153 Å for pure Ag, (Ag)–9.5In, and (Ag)–

19In respectively. The trend of increasing values for lattice

constants can be explained by reviewing atomic radius for

silver and indium elements. The atomic radius for indium,

167 pm, is larger than that of silver atom, 144 pm, so that

if one substitutes silver atoms with indium atoms in the

original FCC lattice sites, it would result in the bulge in its

crystal structure, thereby increasing the values of the lattice

constants as indium concentration increased. In other

words, one could reversely determine the indium concen-

tration in (Ag)–xxIn solid solution by examine the lattice

Fig. 1 Silver–indium binary

phase diagram
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constant value using XRD for unknown compositions in

the future study. Even though the authors have the

awareness of that the radius for silver and indium metallic

ions in the metal are different from the values of their

atomic radius of solo atoms, the general principle must be

plausible for this analysis approach.

The SEM/EDX and XRD results shown above are rep-

resentatives for disk samples’ chemical composition and

crystallography examination, and results in general are

similar and repeatable for different examined regions, disk

samples, and ingots. In conclusion, our research group has

been successfully grown the nearly homogeneous and

polycrystalline (Ag)–9.5In and (Ag)–19In ingots, using the

casting method in a quartz capsule with vacuum pumped

and specific annealing profiles within the laboratory and

research facility. However, there are still some space for

improvement in terms of the ingots growth procedure and

annealing profile design.

Argentium silver is one of commercially available

sterling silver with claimed good anti-tarnishing property

[21]. Germanium is used as alloying element to protect the

silver by forming a thin layer of germanium oxide on the

surface of this silver alloy. Argentium silver was purchased

from local vendor in sheet form, and then cut into disk

samples. The compositions of the Argentium silver are

93.5 at.% of Ag, 5 at.% of Cu, and 1.5 at.% of Ge in

average, according to the vendor material data sheet and

our EDX data. In addition, pure silver has also been grown

using the same casting method. In this research, pure silver

and Argentium silver were used as reference controlled

group to compare with (Ag)–xxIn solid solution in the

following experiments.

3 Design of sulfurization experiment

In measuring anti-tarnishing property of silver and its

alloys, we have not been able to find a standard test

method or a repeatable test method in literature. We have

thusly designed a set of experiments to quantitatively

study the chemical reaction between sulfur-containing

corrosive gas and (Ag)–xxIn solid solution and other sil-

ver-based alloys. Since sulfur is the element essentially

responsive to the corrosive behavior of silver tarnishing,

sulfur vapor (Sn) and hydrogen sulfide gas (H2S) would be

plausible corrosive gas candidates for this experiment. In

literature [26], the reaction between silver and hydrogen

sulfide as shown in Eq. (1) is endothermic, where the

change of enthalpy is DH = ?10 kJ/mol. In ambient

environment, the hydrogen sulfide can corrode silver as in

Eq. (2). However, it cannot react with silver without

heating or oxidizing agent.

2Agðs) þ H2SðgÞ � Ag2Sðs) þ H2ðgÞ ð1Þ
4Ag(s) þ 2H2SðgÞ þ O2ðgÞ ¼ 2Ag2S(s) þ 2H2OðgÞ ð2Þ
2Ag(s) þ SðgÞ ¼ Ag2S(s) ð3Þ

Table 1 SEM/EDX results of chemical compositions for (Ag)–9.5In

and (Ag)–19In disk in the tested region

(Ag)–9.5In (Ag)–19In

Ag (at.%) In (at.%) Ag (at.%) In (at.%)

1 90.97 9.03 81.73 18.27

2 90.92 9.08 81.43 18.57

3 91.32 8.68 81.24 18.76

4 91.23 8.77 80.61 19.39

5 92.28 7.72 82.24 17.76

6 90.01 9.99 81.54 18.46

7 90.60 9.40 81.01 18.99

8 90.91 9.09 81.39 18.61

9 90.72 9.28 80.68 19.32

Fig. 2 a (Ag)–9.5In disk SEM/EDX tested region, b (Ag)–19In disk

SEM/EDX tested region
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On the other hand, the reaction between silver and sulfur

vapor shown in Eq. (3) is exothermic, where the change of

enthalpy is DH = -32 kJ/mol. The sulfur vapor can cor-

rode silver without heating or other gases involved. It is

much easier to control on the concentration of one species

of vapor than two species in the experiment system. In

addition, the reaction between the sulfur vapor and silver is

thermodynamically preferable, so corrosion environment

of sulfur vapor is more severe than that of hydrogen sulfide

gas. Accordingly, the authors selected the sulfur vapor as

the corrosive gas for the design of this accelerated quan-

titative corrosion test experiment.

In the following steps, pure silver, Argentium silver,

(Ag)–9.5In and (Ag)–19In disk samples were prepared by

polishing using 800 and 1200 grits abrasive paper. Finally,

the disk samples preparation finished with mirror surface

using 0.5 micron diamond suspension polishing process.

In order to evaluate the rate of chemical reaction

between sulfur and silver quantitatively, the amount of

resultant, i.e., silver sulfide, need to be measured. There-

fore, the authors designed a technique to measure the

thickness of silver sulfide layer by creating a sharp step

(boundary) between reacted region and untouched region

on the samples. First of all, all of the samples were eval-

uated in terms of surface roughness using the Dektak XT

profilometer in Integrated Nanosystems Research Facility

(INRF). The Dektak XT is a profilometer that provides

quantitative data about sample’s surface by using a contact

measurement technique. Measurements are made by a

diamond tipped stylus moving laterally in contact with a

sample across a specified distance with a specified force

with a resolution of 0.5 nm across a variety of surfaces.

Typical root-mean-square (RMS) values of surface

roughness are on the order of 50 nm. Next, the authors

coated a layer of photoresist, AZ 4620, on half of the

sample surface, followed by baking the samples at 120 �C
for 10 min and baking the samples at 140 �C for 5 min.

The resulting photoresist layer blocks the sulfur vapor from

reaching the sample surface. An experiment was conducted

to confirm that it was indeed the case.

As shown in Fig. 4, a closed system was designed to

conduct the sulfurization experiment. The reaction cham-

ber is a glass jar of 1 L volume having lid sealed with

rubber which can also be tightened up, thereby ensuring no

leakage of sulfur vapor to the outside environment during

experiment. Precipitated sulfur S595-500 was used as the

sulfur vapor source. The melting temperature of sulfur

115.21 �C, so 120 �C is enough to completely melt the

sulfur into liquid phase, thereby generating sulfur vapor

through thermal evaporation. As shown in Fig. 5 [27], most

of sulfur vapor molecules would be in the form of S8, so the

total sulfur vapor pressure at thermal equilibrium is almost

equal to partial vapor pressure of S8. After calculation

using ideal gas law, if supplied with 5 mg sulfur element in

weight, it would be enough for the sulfur vapor to reach the

saturation point of vapor pressure at 120 �C. Considered

the sulfur gas could be consumed continually during the

reactions, the authors decided to oversupply the amount of

precipitated sulfur in order to ensure that sulfur vapor

concentration remains as a constant during the sulfurization

experiment. As a result, 100 mg of precipitated sulfur was

placed inside a small beaker which sit at the center of the

reaction chamber during reaction. For one around of sul-

furization experiment, disk samples of pure silver, argen-

tium silver, (Ag)–9.5In and (Ag)–19In were put inside of

the reaction chamber and evenly distributed near the sulfur

containing beaker. After sulfurization experiment, the

photoresist was removed by soaking into AZ 400T stripper

at 70 �C for 2 min, leaving silver sulfide layer untouched.

A separate experiment was conducted to confirm that the

stripper did not attack the silver sulfide layer. After

removing the photoresist, a step of silver sulfide layer was

formed between the untouched and reacted regions.

Finally, the step height was measured using Dektak XT

profilometer. For example, the result has been illustrated

for the profilometer measurement of the step height of

silver sulfide layer on pure silver disk sample after 60 min

sulfurization experiment. As shown in Fig. 6, the total

length of profilometer scanning is 300 lm, and the sharp

step of the silver sulfide layer is placed near the center of

the scanning profile. The silver sulfide layer is not as

smooth as the mirror finished silver surface due to the

nature of silver sulfide film growth. Therefore, it is nec-

essary to use statistical approach to evaluate the average

film thickness. As a result, using the controlling software of

Dektak XT profilometer, the RMS height values of selected

Table 2 A summary of Rigaku

SmartLab X-ray diffractometer

measurement conditions and

parameters

X-ray source 40 kV, 44 mA Scan speed/duration time 2.0000�/min.

Goniometer None Step width 0.0200�
Attachment None Scan axis 2Theta/Theta

Filter Cu_K-beta Scan range 20.0000�–90.0000�
CBO selection slit None Incident slit 2/3�
Diffracted beam mono. None Length limiting slit None

Detector D/teX ultra Receiving slit #1 4.000�
Scan mode Continuous Receiving slit #2 13.000 mm
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red region (reacted region) and green region (protected

region) can be evaluated upon the measurement, where the

typical length of selected area is from 50 to 60 lm. Thus,

the difference between RMS values of reacted region and

protected region can be determined, and then recorded as

the step height value of the profilometer measurement.

4 Experimental results and discussions

The purpose of the sulfurization experiment in this research

is to evaluate the anti-tarnishing property of (Ag)–9.5In

and (Ag)–19In, compared with pure silver and Argentium

silver quantitatively. The authors studied the growth rate of

(a)

(b)

( Ag)-9.5 I n(1 1 1)

( Ag)- 9.5 In
(2 0 0) 

( Ag)- 9.5 In
(2 2 0) 

( Ag)-9.5 In
(3 1 1) 

( Ag)- 9.5 In
(2 2 2 ) 

Ag (1 1 1)

Ag (2 0 0)

Ag (2 2 0) Ag (3 1 1)

Ag (2 2 2)

( Ag)- 19 In
(1 1 1)

( Ag)-19 In
(2 0 0) 

( Ag)-19 In
(2 2 0) 

( Ag)-19 In
(3 1 1 ) 

( Ag)-19 In
(2 2 2) 

(c) 

Fig. 3 a XRD pattern of pure silver disk sample, b XRD pattern of

(Ag)–9.5In disk sample, c XRD pattern of (Ag)–19In disk sample

Table 3 (a) A summary of XRD measurement data of pure silver

disk sample after PDXL analysis, (b) a summary of XRD measure-

ment data of (Ag)–9.5In disk sample after PDXL analysis, (c) a

summary of XRD measurement data of (Ag)–19In disk sample after

PDXL analysis

Peaks # 2h (�) d (Å) (h, k, l) a (Å)

(a)

1 38.089 2.363 (1 1 1) 4.092

2 44.265 2.046 (2 0 0) 4.092

3 64.412 1.447 (2 2 0) 4.092

4 77.362 1.234 (3 1 1) 4.093

5 81.510 1.181 (2 2 2) 4.091

(b)

1 37.769 2.380 (1 1 1) 4.122

2 43.825 2.067 (2 0 0) 4.134

3 63.816 1.457 (2 2 0) 4.121

4 76.572 1.244 (3 1 1) 4.126

5 80.679 1.191 (2 2 2) 4.126

(c)

1 37.531 2.394 (1 1 1) 4.147

2 43.474 2.082 (2 0 0) 4.164

3 63.423 1.467 (2 2 0) 4.149

4 75.947 1.253 (3 1 1) 4.156

5 80.179 1.197 (2 2 2) 4.147

Fig. 4 The configuration of the designed closed system for sulfur-

ization experiment
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silver sulfide layer, i.e., the thickness of silver sulfide layer

varying with time. Based on the assumption that the

material medium is continuous and the law of mass con-

servation, the authors can calculate that the thickness of

silver sulfide layer is 2.5 times of the value of measured

step height that obtained from profilometer measurement,

considering the silver sulfide layer growth is bidirectional

at the initial solid–gas interface. The time length of the

sulfurization experiments have set as 15, 30, 45, and

60 min respectively. After the experiments, the top-view

images of the steps between the protected region and

reacted region were taken, using the digital optical

microscope. The images were taken at 5009 magnification

using 509 objective lens. At this magnification, the depth

of focus of the objective is in the range of ±0.3 lm. As

shown in Fig. 7, the surface of pure silver, Argentium

silver, (Ag)–9.5In, and (Ag)–19In samples were observed

under optical microscope after 15 min sulfurization

experiment. It is clear that the color of right hand side of

the samples are still silvery, which means the applied

photoresist protect the samples surface very well, so that

the protected area of the samples remain inert to sulfur gas

during the sulfurization. Furthermore, the author can

observe left hand side of pure silver sample surface has

been already blackened by the sulfur gas, even if the

experiment time is only 15 min, as a result of the severity

of corrosion environment of the designed experiment. The

grains of silver sulfide can be clearly observed on the

surface of pure silver sample, shown in Fig. 7a. As shown

in Fig. 7b, Argentium silver reacted with sulfur vapor,

resulting in forming the silver sulfide in islands form. The

average size of islands of silver sulfide is about 5 lm, and

RMS value of the thickness of the islands is 0.45 lm.

Therefore, Argentium silver exhibits anti-tarnishing prop-

erty to some extent if compared with pure silver, since it

didn’t form the continuous silver sulfide layer as pure silver

did. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 7c, the color of the sur-

face of (Ag)–9.5In sample is gray, meaning the formation

of silver sulfide layer is much thinner than pure silver.

Remarkably, as shown in Fig. 7d, the appearance of the

(Ag)–19In sample is still silvery, even though a little bit of

yellowish color in combine. As shown in Fig. 8, the pure

silver and (Ag)–9.5In samples have been corroded further

by the sulfur gas, as the experimental time increases to

30 min, since the color of reacted regions is darker than the

previous ones. The authors can observe that a continuous

film of silver sulfide start to form on the surface of (Ag)–

9.5In sample. As shown in Fig. 8b, the Argentium silver

sample surface preserved the island-like morphology after

reacting with sulfur vapor for 30 min, and the average size

of silver sulfide islands increases to 10 lm, and RMS value

of the thickness of the islands has increased to 1.30 lm. In

contrast, as shown in Fig. 8d, the reacted region of (Ag)–

19In still remains yellowish, but darkened a little bit

Fig. 5 Equilibrium pressure of sulfur, Ri is the total pressure,

2 B n B 8, is the partial pressures of Sn

Fig. 6 Dektak XT Profilometer measurement profile of silver sulfide layer on pure silver sample
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compared with the one in the 15 min experiment. When the

experimental time increases to 60 min, the trend of cor-

rosion for pure silver and (Ag)–9.5In samples continues, as

opposed to the (Ag)–19In samples remains relatively inert

to sulfur gas corrosion, as shown in Fig. 9. As shown in

Fig. 9b, the island-like morphology on the argentium silver

 

100μm

Silver Sulfide Pure Ag 

100μm

Silver Sulfide Argen�um

100μm

Silver Sulfide (Ag)-9.5In

100μm

Silver Sulfide (Ag)-19In

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)
Fig. 7 a The top-view optical

microscope image of pure silver

disk sample, b of Argentium

silver disk sample, c of (Ag)–

9.5In disk sample, d of (Ag)–

19In disk sample after 15 min

sulfurization experiment
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Fig. 8 a The top-view optical microscope image of pure silver disk sample, b of Argentium silver disk sample, c of (Ag)–9.5In disk sample, d of

(Ag)–19In disk sample after 30 min sulfurization experiment
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sample surface has changed, which means the islands of

silver sulfide have been grown and coalesce with each

other, resulting in forming the continuous film of silver

sulfide. Therefore, through the direct observation of optical

microscope image, the authors can conclude that silver

indium solid solution exhibits a great anti-tarnishing

property, and the ability of anti-tarnishing increases with

the indium element concentration. As compared with

Argentium silver, the (Ag)–19In exhibits better anti-tar-

nishing property.

After measuring by Dektak XT profilometer, the RMS

values of the step height were recorded, so that the cor-

rosion film thickness, i.e., the thickness of silver sulfide

layer, can be calculated. The experimental data of the

sulfurization test are collected and summarized in

Table 4. In the literature [28], the reaction between silver

and sulfur-based corrosion gas has a linearly time

dependent relationship. Our experimental data of pure

silver, (Ag)–9.5In and (Ag)–19In agrees with this linear

relationship, and can be fit well into linear curves, as

shown in Fig. 10. The slope of the linear curves are the

corrosion rates in the environment of the designed sul-

furization experiment for pure silver, (Ag)–9.5In and

(Ag)–19In. After calculation, the corrosion rate of pure

silver is 1.14 9 10-3 lm/s. The corrosion phenomenon in

Argentium deviate from this linear assumption. The data

of argentium silver can be fit into two piecewise-linear

curve. The initial corrosion rate is 7.25 9 10-4 lm/s

when the samples exhibit island-like morphology. After

the coalescence of the islands, the corrosion rate accel-

erated to 1.50 9 10-3 lm/s, which is even higher than

pure silver. Silver and copper can hardly be dissolved into

each other crystal lattice at room temperature [29].

Therefore, the Argentium silver is essentially two phase

alloy, which has Ag-rich phase and Cu-Ge rich phase

[30]. It would explain why the argentium silver samples

exhibit island-like morphology for short-term sulfuriza-

tion reaction. Upon the coalescence of the islands, the

silver sulfide layer become continuous, then continuous

film morphology will be exhibited. On the other hand, our

grown (Ag)–xxIn solid solutions have only single phase,

so they would follow the linear growth behavior during

sulfurization experiment. The corrosion rate of (Ag)–

9.5In is 3.3 9 10-4 lm/s, which is 3.4 times slower than

that of pure silver and 2.2 times slower than that of initial

stage of argentium. Significantly, the corrosion rate of

(Ag)–19In disk samples is only 5 9 10-5 lm/s, which is

22.8 times slower than of pure silver, 14.5 times slower

than of initial stage of Argentium silver and 6.6 times

slower that of (Ag)–9.5 In.

Using the corrosion rates obtained above, an exponential

Eq. (4) can be extrapolated from the experimental data to

100μm
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Fig. 9 a The top-view optical microscope image of pure silver disk sample, b of Argentium silver disk sample, c of (Ag)–9.5In disk sample, d of

(Ag)–19In disk sample after 60 min sulfurization experiment
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describe the correlation of growth rate of silver sulfide film

and indium concentration of (Ag)–xxIn solid solution,

K ¼ A � expð�x=tÞ þ b ð4Þ

where the K is the corrosion reaction rate (Å/s), x is the

indium concentration (at.%) of (Ag)–xxIn solid solution, A

is the pre-exponential factor, which has the value of 12.55

Å/s, and t and b are both fitting constants, which have the

numerical values of 9.07 and -1.13 respectively, and their

units agree with x and K in the Eq. (4). Therefore, as

shown in Fig. 11, the corrosion reaction rate of the (Ag)–

xxIn solid solution with sulfur vapor is exponentially

decrease with the increase of indium concentration. In

other words, the anti-tarnishing proper of (Ag)–xxIn solid

solution is exponentially increasing with indium alloying

concentration.

In conclusion, through this quantitative study of the sul-

furization experiment, the sulfur gas corrosion reaction rate

of pure silver, Argentium silver, (Ag)–9.5In and (Ag)–19In

have been determined. The experimental results quantita-

tively confirm that the conclusion of previous observation

under optical microscope. The correlation between the

growth rate of silver sulfide and indium concentration have

been made. Remarkably, (Ag)–19In exhibits fantastic anti-

tarnishing property with repeatable experimental evidences.

5 Summary

In this paper, the grown methods for the materials of silver

indium solid solution in ingots form have been described,

following with the examine by SEM/EDX and XRD to

confirm the composition and crystal structure of the

materials. Furthermore, an accelerated quantitative corro-

sion test experiment has been designed to study the

Fig. 10 The plot of silver sulfide layer thickness versus time after

sulfurization experiments for pure silver, Argentium silver, (Ag)–

9.5In, and (Ag)–19In disk samples

Fig. 11 The plot of silver sulfide growth rate versus indium

concentration of (Ag)–xxIn solid solution

Table 4 A summary of

sulfurization experimental

results of Argentium silver,

(Ag)–9.5In and (Ag)–19In with

pure silver in comparison

Time (min) Pure Ag Argentium (Ag)–9.5In (Ag)–19In

Measured step height (lm)

15 0.34 0.18 0.15 0.04

30 0.72 0.52 0.27 0.05

45 1.20 1.09 0.39 0.07

60 1.61 1.60 0.48 0.08

Film thickness (lm)

15 0.85 0.45 0.38 0.10

30 1.80 1.30 0.68 0.13

45 3.01 2.73 0.98 0.18

60 4.03 4.01 1.20 0.20

Corrosion rate (lm/s) 1.14 9 10-3 7.25 9 10-4 3.33 9 10-4 5.00 9 10-5

1.50 9 10-3
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tarnishing reaction between silver-based alloy and sulfur

vapor. Previously, the anti-tarnishing property of silver-

based alloy was used to be qualitatively described by the

color or the reflectance of the tarnished surface of the

sample. Details and insights of the design of experiment

have been explained, and the results of testing experiment

are accurate and repeatable. The qualitative observations

under optical microscope are in agreement with quantita-

tive measurement results, which can confirm the validity of

the designed method. Therefore, this accelerated quantita-

tive corrosion test experiment can potentially be used to

develop standard test to evaluate anti-tarnishing property of

silver-based alloy. In addition, the results of the sulfur-

ization experiment of pure silver, Argentium, (Ag)–9.5In

and (Ag)–19In have shown that (Ag)–xxIn solid solution

exhibits excellent anti-tarnishing property, and the ability

of anti-tarnishing exponentially increases with the indium

element concentration. Significantly, the sulfurization

reaction rate of (Ag)–19In is 22.8 times slower than of pure

silver, 14.5 times slower than of Argentium silver. With the

superior anti-tarnishing property, (Ag)–19In can be

potentially used as the material in making jewelry, mirrors,

and reflecting layers in LEDs devices.
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